
Ideas to elevate your bathroom design 
with colour, texture, pattern & reflection.

Design Guide



Why Choose  
Timberline

MIX AND MATCH
You can mix and match your selections from our huge 
range of cabinet colours and handles. Personalise your 

vanity to create just the look you are after!

CUSTOM MADE DESIGNS
We know you want something a little unique just for you. 

We can adapt most of our cabinets to suit exactly what you 
need to bring some magic to your new bathroom.

100% AUSTRALIAN MADE CABINETS
Every single cabinet in this brochure is 100% Australian  

made. That means you know you are getting a  
reliable product from a reliable source.
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A bathroom 
vanity is a  
great place  
to add a  
splash of  
colour.
Timberline cabinetry comes in a range of
paint colours or choose any Dulux colour 
to complete your perfect look. All painted 
colours are finished with our durable 2 pack 
polyurethane hardening process, which 
make them easy to clean and hard-wearing.

Grey Beige Satin 

Navy Blue Satin

Emerald Green Satin

STEEL GREY SATINSteel Grey Satin

Pastel Pink Satin

Duck Egg Blue Satin

01.

03.

[01.] Frankie Vanity in Pastel Pink Satin.
[02.] Taylor Vanity in Emerald Green Satin.
[03.]  Sutherland House Collection Farmhouse Vanity in Navy Blue Satin.

02.

Colour

Choose any paint colour 
for our vanities, tallboys, 
shaving cabinets or 
mirrors.
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Texture in a bathroom 
regardless of the type, 
adds an earthy 
sophistication.
Small woodgrain touches, such as on cabinetry, shelving 
and mirror frame is all you need to add texture to your 
space. Pair with white tiles for a timeless finish.

Woodgrain finishes are ultra durable and add warmth and 
colour to your bathroom. Some woodgrains have a matt 
finish while others have a realistic texture. 

POLYTEC Bottega Oak Woodmatt

LAMINEX Tassie Oak Texture

Texture

Adding texture with 
woodgrain finishes adds 
warmth and colour to 
your bathroom.

01.

[01.] Ashton Vanity in Tassie Oak Texture.
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01.

Create visual interest 
and a focal point in 
your bathroom by 
choosing a pattern.
 
With Timberline’s 13 different 3D patterns the 
choice is yours. Mix your style with a tessellated tile 
or a Caesarstone top to bring more vibrancy and 
sophistication to your bathroom design. Ask us for a 
pattern document to see all options.

Pattern

Bring some luxury  and 
style by introducing 
a pattern into your 
bathroom design.

03.

04.

05.

02.

[01.] Henley Vanity in Light Grey Satin with Quilted Pattern 
[02.] Timberline Sutherland House Collection Vanity in Black Satin with Regency Pattern
[03.] Victoria Vanity in Light Grey Satin with Sussex Shaker Pattern
[04.] Henley Vanity in Pastel Pink Satin with Linear Pattern 
[05.] Diamond White Ceramic Ceramic Basin in Pattern Finish
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[01.] Jazz Arch Shaver
[02.] Portland Mirrors with White Satin Surround

Reflect

The right mirror can 
elevate your bathroom 
design and reflect light to 
make the space appear 
bigger than it really is.

01.

02.

Beautiful,  
practical mirrors  
and cabinets  
that polish  
a space.
The shape of a bathroom mirror can really 
set the tone for the rest of the room. There 
is so much you can do with different shaped 
bathroom mirrors in terms of functionality 
and aesthetics. Timberline has a variety of 
shapes and sizes to suit your project.
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We’ve scoured the globe to bring you a selection of 
ceramic basins that are sure to excite. With so many 
options we are sure you will find your dream basin. 

Visit our comprehensive selection on our website at 
www.timberline.com.au.

Cabinet hardware 
is the jewellery of 
the bathroom, it 
should coordinate 
and enhance the 
design.

Add the final finishing touches to your bathroom with your 
choice of handle or pull, choose from chrome, brushed, 
black, or gold - long or short - square or curved. The right 
knob or pull can make a serious visual impact, elevating 
the room in a way that is easy and effortless. 

[01.] Black Ova Handle, Sutherland House Collection Vanity in Black Satin
[02.] Black Disc Handle with Oxbow Vanity
[03.] Woodgrain Fingerpull (detail)

Finishing 
Touches

Customise your bathroom 
with our range of options 
and upgrades.

01.

03.

02.
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Storage an issue? Add 
a tallboy! Available as 
wall hung, floorstanding 
or on legs. This model 
has a tilt out removable 
laundry basket in the 
bottom section.

Visualise Your 
Dream Bathroom

Click | See | Create
www.timberline.com.au

Add a mirror with a 
modern twist and 
add some colour 
with painted finishes. 
Optional surround 
lighting kits available.  

The edging on our woodgrain cabinets 
is a strong ABS with matching grain. 
This means you will get years of 
service from your new cabinet.

Our vanity tops come 
with so many options, 
which will suit? 
Visit our website for 
all the choices as well 
as the pro’s and con’s.
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www.timberline.com.au

For your nearest distributor go to www.timberline.com.au/stores
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PO Box 5004, 22 Myrtle Drive, Armidale NSW 2350 
T: (02) 6773 8500   F: (02) 6773 8555    

E: sales@timberline.com.au


